General Comments

Public Meeting #1 Online Survey Responses

Please provide any additional comments you have about the play structures. | Por favor, proporcione cualquier comentario adicional que tenga sobre las estructuras de juego.

I like the way option A blends in with the forest environment of the park.

Option C is hands down the best option IMO. Option A doesn’t give small children very much to play with and option B lacks a slide/ seems like it would be more of a falling hazard for small children. Option C is perfect for what my child currently enjoys at other park structures. A merry go round or those tornado spin seats might be a fun addition too.

I like the idea of option B better but wish there was more. It seems too simple compared to the complexity of option C.

More swings would be nice!!

I think a combination of a and c would be nice since some kids and parents would like nature and some would like some more structured play options.

2-5 year olds need to work their large and small motor skills so climbing is a huge benefit for them. If the layout option with the dry creek is already planned then the play area option A would be partially irrelevant. The best option listed above is C since it has more activities available for a busy playground.

Do you have any other hopes or concerns about the playground renovation at this park? | ¿Tiene otras esperanzas o preocupaciones acerca de la renovación del área de juegos en este parque?

Keep the park cleaner, sometimes the grass grow up a lot, near to my house.

Would love a pavilion and a sports field.

I would love a restroom.

Thank you so much for any improvements that are made to this park! We have a young daughter and there are a lot of families with young children moving in to our neighborhood - the current park is fine but very limited - so it’s incredibly exciting to see the proposed improvements - especially re: the playgrounds :) This is something I’ve been hoping for since we moved into our house 4 years ago - so thank you again!

More picnic tables and benches. Water fountain with dog fountain.

A small skate park would be great.
When they connect Plaza with Westwood, this will become a major artery to I35. Will there be any safety measures take, ie. Speed bumps, rumble strips, or a cross walk stop signal to link the apartments to the park?

Preserve as many trees as possible. Maybe add some pull up bars somewhere? Add community garden? Lights for night would be great for the night trail walkers and when daylight savings time hits when kids are playing on the grounds.

I’m hoping it will drive out the homeless. Currently we live across the street and cannot even enjoy what little of a park it is because homeless hang out under the trees and people bring unleashed dogs.

Please add better lighting.

It would be nice if you guys add a parent chow swing

Adults use this park as well. Consider them

Thank you for giving our home park the attention it deserves.

I would like a longer walking trail.

Just hoping it becomes safer or more things for them to enjoy the play and it’s a lot more safer of course and overall just hopefully it comes out well and soon sooner than its supposed to

No, thank you for communicating!

I would like to point out that for the people that use this park to run, a paved trail would be beneficial, also for parents that want to take their kids on their bikes or even just to take a walk. And lastly I would also like to point out that on the winter time not always is cold, so when the days are short, and is still early on the day but the sun has gone down the lack of lighting on the park does not allow you to visit the park with your kids, also when is not too late and can visit the park, it becomes dangerous for those that might want to enjoy the park without kids, take a walk, take a run or sit on a bench etc. Thank you!

I walk the trail and see many home owner residents walking the streets. For safety, park lighting is a concern especially towards side of park closest to dead end street. Also a fenced dog park area, would be safe for park users and help keep park clean for runoff will end up in dry creek neighboring creek at dead end street.

Instead of wood chips I would rather have something that might be used to be thrown or eaten. Especially for babies. Also more baby swings would be nice.

Would like to see some oak trees planted to cover the new playground areas.

I want the park to be a place where children will want to come each and every day.

An off leash area for dogs would be welcome
Additional comments | Comentarios adicionales

I do have grandchildren aged 8, who would occasionally use the park and playscapes.

I love having the neighborhood park here with all the trees. It is a wonderful place for everyone to use whether young or old. I am so glad it is a part of our neighborhood! Thank you for allowing us to have input with this survey.

We have an active kickball team in the neighborhood and it might be nice to get a backstop somewhere in the park. A community garden would also be nice some day and I think the park has enough room and the neighborhood would support it. Would love to know more about that option in the future. Thanks again for the playground improvements - we are so excited!

Add outdoor exercise equipment and maybe a track for adults.

Would be nice if you guys add a parent child swing.

How exciting to revitalize this park! Perhaps there will be more health senior community activities in park. It would be beneficial to have outdoor workout equipment similar to those I use at Gus Garcia rec center.

Hopefully we can keep this playground clean of needles and other drug paraphernalia so families can truly enjoy it.

I hope all the beautiful trees are not removed! They provide lots of shade and a natural feeling. Id recommend moving the picnic tables away from trees for visability of your surroundings. It can be intimidating walking the trail and knowing other people are there but you can't see who.